DRIVES MISSION SUCCESS

Strong IT supplies the enabling solutions and services for your most vital missions. From the global war on terror to homeland security to force readiness for real-world combat, Strong IT delivers the strength to succeed.

Meet Your Critical Priorities from a Position of Strength

Large-scale IT systems and communications networks are the strategic and operational heart of defense, intelligence, civilian government and private business. Everything depends on them — from ensuring mission success to transforming enterprises to navigating the challenges of the future. Achieving these goals requires more than traditional IT solutions, which these days have become commodities.

Strong solutions demand Strong IT: the integration of forward-looking technology, strategy, domain understanding and management. This is our approach at General Dynamics Information Technology.

Based on our world-class systems integration, systems engineering and professional services, General Dynamics’ Strong IT solutions:

- Synchronize your information and network environment with your mission and enterprise strategy
- Strengthen priorities like simulation and training, network systems, weapons platforms and logistics
- Apply advanced project management to deliver solutions on time and on budget with minimum risk
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Strong IT is your enterprise’s gateway to optimum results and value. Streamline operations and business processes. Accelerate service delivery. Increase competitiveness. This is transformation designed from strength.

Trust Built on Mission Experience and Customer Knowledge

General Dynamics has worked across the full spectrum of government and business for decades. So we understand where you are, where you want to go and how Strong IT solutions and services can take you there.

- Deliver more than 40 years of trusted experience to the defense and national intelligence communities
- Serve the operational, modernization and transformation needs of every branch of the military
- Design and deploy wireless networks for leading telecommunications carriers, DoD and public safety agencies
- Provide private telecommunications networks to major oil, gas and transportation enterprises
- Supply systems and services that advance America’s military and homeland security goals
- Furnish staff augmentation services that place General Dynamics on the ground to support operations around the globe
- Assure state-of-the-art fixed medical treatment facilities and battlefield medicine with advanced healthcare IT solutions
- Help enterprises throughout civilian government and DoD to work smarter and more productively
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General Dynamics’ Strong IT puts you ahead of every challenge. Anticipate security threats in time to act. Modernize weapons platforms for tomorrow’s battlespace. Future-proof your infrastructure. The edge is yours; run with it.

Industry-Leading Strengths for the Challenges Ahead

Your surest path to the future, Strong IT builds on unique strengths that only a leading IT integrator like General Dynamics Information Technology can provide.

- A global team of 16,000 world-class professionals
- Deep technical expertise and trust earned through years of accomplishing customer missions
- State-of-the-art facilities for research, development and solution validation
- Reusable software, processes and tools developed for major programs
- Vast reach-back capabilities to the resources of one of the largest and most advanced defense and C4ISR firms
- Streamlined access to advanced technologies; we are the prime on major GWAC and ID/IQ contract vehicles


The strength of IT backed by one of the world’s strongest companies. Discover Strong IT today.

www.gdit.com
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Delivering the Strength of Information Technology